Encore Z48 ready to cut
The new Encore Z48 commercial riding mower with 48-inch-wide cut, zero radius turning, direct hydraulic drive, wide wheel base and oversized rear wheels, 18-hp B&S Vanguard V-twin with Magnetron Ignition, ground speeds up to 7.5 mph, smooth ride, 11-gauge steel deck, anti-scalp rollers. Call Encore at (402) 288-4255 and tell them you read about the Z48 in LM, or Circle No. 269.

Snapper’s Pro-Gear mowers
Snapper offers seven models in its Pro Gear line of mid-size, walk-behind mowers. Its SPP90KW-32 gear-drive walk-behind mower offers a 3-speed transmission with reverse and is powered by a 9 hp OHV Kawasaki engine. The SPP1250KW-36 and SPL1250KW-36 models are available with 12.5 hp Kawasaki engines. Both models feature non-floating or full-floating 36-inch decks with two, 18-inch, alloy steel cutting blades.

The SPP140KH-48 and SPL140KH-48 models feature 14-hp, OHV Kohler Command engines while the SPP140KW-48 and SPL140KW-48 models offer 14-hp OHV Kawasaki engines. All four models offer non-floating or full-floating 48-inch decks, made of all 7-gauge construction.

Both the non-floating and full-floating decks feature revolutionary field-serviceable spindle assemblies with overglow grease vents. These commercial mid-size mowers also offer upper and lower idlers to provide positive reverse and prevent downhill run-away. Contact Snapper at (770) 954-2500 and tell them you read this in LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, or Circle No. 270.

The Establisher improves seeding
Summit Seed offers a new seed enhancing mulch, The Establisher. Summit says you can achieve professional results with a drop or rotary spreader using this product. The Establisher absorbs water quickly (up to four times its weight), reduces soil and water erosion, and expands to cover the soil surface. The dark green/blue granules consist of clay particles, wood and cellulose mulch, and a specially formulated fertilizer. For more information contact Summit Seed at (800) 467-6748 and say LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT let you know about The Establisher, or Circle No. 271.

Correction
Dimension, a preemergence herbicide from Rohm and Haas, was incorrectly described as a product of Monsanto, on page 18 of our February cover story. There are also no plans to produce a fertilizer/herbicide product with the Scotts Company. LM apologizes for the error, and regrets any inconvenience it may have caused.
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